Charge state distributions of the Ra recoil ions produced in the 12 C + Pb fusion-evaporation reactions have been obtained by measuring their yields as a function of the high voltage applied to an electrostatic deflector. Well-defined two-humped yield curves for evaporation residues (ERs) were observed. Such observations can be explained by the different sets of charge states inherent in Ra recoil ions. These charge sets correspond to the equilibrated and nonequilibrated components, as earlier observed for evaporation residues produced in different reactions. The main parameters of the distributions (mean charge values, widths, and relative intensities) for both components have been estimated using Monte Carlo simulations of the transmission of the Ra recoil ions through the deflector. For the equilibrated component the values of the mean charge and width are close to those given by different empirical systematics. For the nonequilibrated component these parameters have been obtained for the first time. The additional nonequilibrated ionization is presumably due to the formation of inner shell vacancies produced by the internal conversion of nuclear isomeric transitions of ERs. Nonequilibrated charge parameters obtained for Ra recoil ions are compared to similar available experimental data and some theoretical predictions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Charge state distributions of heavy ions emerging from a solid target have been studied for a long time (see, for example, reviews [1, 2] ). The charge states of an energetic heavy ion (HI) moving inside matter are mainly determined by the balance between the electron capture and loss in the medium. Complications in the description of charge-exchange processes are connected with the effect of multielectron losses, the appearance of metastable excited states, Auger and radiative transitions in the excited multielectron system of HIs. Such complexity is a reason why a large body of the collected experimental data exists along with a lack of reliable theoretical models. A number of empirical formulas (mainly for the mean charge Q m and standard deviation σ Q ) was proposed to make up this deficiency (see, for example, Refs. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ). Note that despite the large number of fitted parameters in the latest formulas [7] [8] [9] ) and their complexity, they reproduce the observed distributions approximately, with an accuracy inadequate sometimes to a practical necessity. Moreover, in contrast to the first (semiempirical) formulas based on the Thomas-Fermi theory and Bohr's criterion [1, 3] , the latest ones have no physical grounds, being only based on a fit to the available experimental data.
The examples of the application of a Gaussian approximation with the Q m and σ Q given by some empirical formulas to * sagaidak@jinr.ru † Deceased. the equilibrated charge state distribution for the 18-MeV 153 Dy evaporation residues (ERs) produced in the 138 Ba( 22 Ne,7n) fusion-evaporation reaction and passed through a thin carbon foil (usually used for the equilibration of the charge distribution) [10] is shown in Fig. 1(a) . As we see in the figure, all the predictions [3, 4, [7] [8] [9] are narrower than the experimental ones [10] along with some shifts of the mean charge values. Evidently, a Gaussian cannot describe the asymmetric distributions which are observed with very slow (when Q m → 0) or very fast (when Q m → Z HI ) HIs, as stressed in a number of works (see, for example, [4, 5] ). Note that a log-normal distribution (see below) provides a better fit to the experimental data as shown in Fig. 1(a) .
So the predictive power of the empirical formulas [3, 4, [7] [8] [9] for the equilibrated charges is not quite good for ERs downstream the carbon foil which should equilibrate (normalize) the distributions for ERs emerging from the targets. At the same time, the charge distributions for ERs emerging directly from the targets differ dramatically from the equilibrated ones. Excited nuclear states strongly affect the ionization of inner atomic shells owing to the conversion of nuclear transitions in ERs (see [2] and references therein). Vacancies formed in the conversion of inner shells of ionized ER atoms lead to the Auger cascades which significantly increase the HI charges over the expected equilibrium magnitudes. This leads to the asymmetric charge state distributions shifted to the higher values with respect to the equilibrated ones.
For the first time such asymmetric charge state distributions were observed for rare-earth ERs as early as 1963 [11] . Afterwards very broad charge state distributions with high 153 Dy ERs produced in the fusion-evaporation reaction and emerging from the target (histogram) and observed after a carbon reset foil (open circles) as compared to Gaussian approximations according to the parametrization [3, 4, [7] [8] [9] (five different lines of corresponding colors). (b) Charge state distribution of 149 Dy ERs emerging from a La target (full circles) [11] . In both panels, one-or two-component fits to the data are shown, as obtained with log-normal functions (thick solid lines). For the two-component fits the equilibrated and nonequilibrated components are shown by dotted violet lines and by brown dash-dotted lines, respectively. mean charges were observed for heavy recoil atoms produced in α decays [12, 13] . Very broad charge state distributions were also observed for the recoils of transuranium nuclei produced in the (α,xn) reactions [14] , and later for Dy, Pb, and Po ERs produced in (HI,xn) reactions [10, 15, 16] . Note that the earlier data [11] , as well as the later ones [10, 15, 16] obtained with magnetic spectrographs, do not reveal any division between the equilibrated and nonequilibrated components for Tb-Ho, Pb, and Po ERs similarly to those shown in Fig. 1 for Dy ERs. At the same time, for relatively light and fast reaction products with masses A ∼ 60 only the equilibrated component is clearly observed [10, 16] . For heavy ERs the equilibrated component becomes clearly observable again, after passing a thin carbon foil of a sufficient thickness, installed at some distance from a 16 O + 197 Au reaction as a function of a high voltage applied to the deflector [18] (full circles). Our fits to the data with the two-and three-component log-normal function, corresponding to the two-and three-component charge distributions are shown by dotted line and solid line, respectively. The decomposition of both fits is also shown by dash-dotted and dashed lines for the equilibrated and nonequilibrated components, respectively.
target. This foil (a plunger) resets the charge state distribution to the equilibrated (normal) one [10, 16] , as shown in Fig. 1(a) . In [16] some systematics of the mean charges of reaction products was proposed. It demonstrates a fast growth of the mean charge value with the velocity of ERs.
In practice, high charge states (Q + > 15) of ERs produced in the fusion-evaporation reactions allow one to achieve rather good separation of ERs with an electric field [17] . Thus in the study of the 16 O + 197 Au, 208 Pb fusion-evaporation reactions two components of the charge state distributions of ERs were clearly observed with an electrostatic deflector, measuring the yield of ERs as a function of the applied voltage [18] . In fact, the curves presented in [18] allow one to extract three charge components (two of them correspond to the nonequilibrated charges and the rest to the equilibrated one). This decomposition is best done with the three-component log-normal function. A similar, but much worse description was obtained in [18] using one Gaussian for the equilibrated charges and two Gaussians for the nonequilibrated ones (see Fig. 2 ).
In the simulation of the ER transmission through the deflectors [17, 18] extrapolations of the mean charges obtained as the result of a sudden vacancy in the K, L, and M shells for rare gases were used to obtain the corresponding functions of the atomic number [19] . There are two main approaches in the calculation of the vacancy cascades and corresponding charge distributions following inner-shell vacancy production in atoms. The first one is based on the straightforward construction of the deexcitation decay trees for radiative and nonradiative transitions. The second approach uses the simulation of all possible radiative and nonradiative pathways to fill the inner-shell vacancies in atoms. A brief consideration of these methods and corresponding references can be found in [20] , where the HI charge distributions produced after K-shell ionization are calculated using a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation.
In our study of the fusion-evaporation reactions 204, 206, 208 Pb( 12 C,xn) [21] and 197 Au( 18 O,xn) [22] , leading to the production of Ra and Fr isotopes, respectively, an electrostatic deflector [23] was used to separate ERs from fission fragments, transfer reaction products, and scattered particles accompanying the reactions under investigation. A maximal yield for Ra ERs was observed at high voltage values relating to the region corresponding to the mean equilibrated charges estimated with the different systematics [3, 4, 6, 8, 9] . A similar maximum yield for Fr ERs was observed at the high voltage value which is two to three times lower than the values expected from the same systematics. Such difference could be uniquely explained by the different sets of charge states inherent in the Ra and Fr recoil ions emerging from the Pb and Au target, respectively. A more detailed experimental study of these observations was performed later [24] , when a two-humped character of the yield curves for Ra and Fr isotopes produced in the corresponding reactions was revealed.
In the present work, the data on Ra and Fr charge state distributions [24] are supplemented by new ones obtained recently [25] . These data and their preliminary analysis [24, 25] were published briefly in the Annual Reports of Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro. In the present paper they are described and analyzed in more detail. The aim of the present work is an attempt to systemize main parameters of the charge state distributions for different Ra isotopes produced in fusionevaporation reactions. These reaction products are intermediate in a mass and velocity between those considered in [10, 11, 15, 16] and [14] . Such systematical study may initiate the development of models describing variations of charge states of ionized atoms of ERs produced in fusion-evaporation reactions, otherwise it could be useful in fusion-evaporation experiments with electromagnetic separators. For the latter, the ionic charge distributions of the recoil products determine functional properties of such devices.
In the next Sec. II we describe briefly our experiments, Sec. III is devoted to our approach to the data analysis, in Sec. IV we present our results, and in Sec. V we discuss them. Finally, in the last Sec. VI we summarize the study and make some conclusions following this work.
II. EXPERIMENT
The experiments have been performed at the XTU Tandem-ALPI accelerator Four silicon detectors installed inside the scattering chamber monitored continuously the beam intensity and position. They detected beam particles Rutherford-scattered from the target and were placed symmetrically above and below, to the left and right of the beam direction. The ratio of events collected in the α peaks of the α-emitting isotopes of Ra and Fr, and in the Rutherford peaks of the monitors, allowed us to obtain the yields for ERs at a given value of the high voltage applied to the deflector plates.
The forward-recoiling ERs were separated from the much higher fluxes of the beam and beamlike particles by means of the electrostatic deflector [23] installed outside the scattering chamber. The electric field generated by two pairs of metallic plates deflected the ERs into the exit diaphragm installed in front of a silicon surface-barrier detector (SSBD), while the beamlike particles with a higher electric rigidity were stopped in this diaphragm. Behind the exit diaphragm the ERs were implanted into the SSBD.
The α particle energies from the subsequent decay of the ERs were directly measured online with SSBD. Thus we could identify each isotope of Ra with mass numbers from 211 to 217 produced in the 12 C + Pb reactions [21, 24, 25] . The exception is the short-lived 216 Ra decaying in flight before reaching SSBD (half-life is 0.16 μs), which could not be observed. The rather long lifetime of its daughter 212 Rn observed in α spectra did not allow one to obtain correct yields in our online measurements. 211 In Fig. 3 we show several examples of α spectra collected in a course of our measurements using different Pb targets and beam energies. As one can see all Ra isotopes obtained in the present work can be unambiguously identified according to their specific α-particle energies observed in the obtained α spectra. Correctness of the identification is supported by the presence of the Rn daughters indicated in the α spectra according to their α-particle energy. The detection of the 217 Ra recoils produced in the 208 Pb( 12 C,3n) reaction at the beam energy of 69 MeV has some peculiarities. The calculated energy of the recoils (3.71 MeV) is much higher than the threshold of the detection. Due to the pulse-height defect and energy losses, these recoils can be observed in α spectra as a bump with energies lower than the calculated one. The average time of flight of ERs through the deflector is about 1.2 μs. So, due to the lifetime (see Table II ) about a half of the 217 Ra recoils decays in flight. Some recoils implanted into the SSBD could be detected in pileups with α particles of 217 Ra giving the events with E α > 8.992 MeV in α spectra. Only a small part of 217 Ra, decaying at the time greater than a shaping time of our spectrometric system (1.5 μs), could be recorded with the full α-particle energy. As the result, counting rates of 217 Ra observed in the experiments were much less than those for 213 Rn, independently of the way(s) of the 213 Rn production (see below). Nevertheless, the events corresponding to the 217 Ra α decay could be extracted from the collected α spectra in most of the runs.
ERs produced in the complete fusion reactions are focused close to the beam direction and have a definite mean kinetic energy which can be determined by a straightforward calculation. The energy spread of ERs due to the evaporation of neutrons and multiple scattering can be estimated and taken into account quite definitely (see below). So the high voltage scanning in the deflector corresponds to the scanning of the charge state distribution of ERs knocked out from the target. Indeed, let P (Q) be the probability density for a charge-state Q. The applied high voltage (potential difference) is proportional to the electric rigidity E ER /Q, i.e., U = kE ER /Q (k is a constant, E ER is the ER energy). With the probability densities P (Q) = dN/dQ and P (U ) = dN/dU = Q 2 P (Q)/(kE ER ) we come to P (U ) ∼ Q 2 P (Q). The transmission efficiency of the ERs is obtained experimentally by the ratio of the yield with a given field and the yield with no applied voltage. A total transmission has to take into account the solid angle subtended by SSBD ( 2.1 × 10 −5 sr). The transmission efficiency values were obtained for 214, 215 Ra and 210 Fr in the reactions induced by 12 C and 18 O. The angular distributions for ERs could be also measured by rotating the deflector around the target position. These measurements allowed us to obtain an estimate of the energy spread of ERs in our experiments bearing in mind the interconnection of the evaporative component into of the energy and angular spreads of ERs (see, for example, [17] and below).
The yield/transmission curves were measured for ERs produced in the reactions listed in Table III . The essential characteristics for ERs escaping the targets are shown in the table. They are as follows: (1) a reaction product (ER) identified by the measured α-decay energy; (2) the average ER kinetic 054622-4 TABLE III. The list of fusion-evaporation reactions used in the present study for the production of ERs and subsequent analysis of their ionic charge distributions. The ER reaction products are indicated according to their α energy detected by SSBD. A mean ER kinetic energy E ER and corresponding relative velocity V /V 0 are also indicated. The main parameters of the equilibrated charge state distribution, such as the mean charge Q eq m and standard deviation σ eq Q predicted by the different systematics specified as ND68 [3] , S77 [4] , SIM82 [6] , SY94 [8] , SG01 [9] , respectively, are listed in the same order. Table I ) mostly 211 Ra is produced (the contribution of 212 Ra is estimated at about 2%) [27] . b The projectile energy of 90 MeV (see Table I ) corresponds to the maximum of the 210 Fr production (the contribution of 211 Fr is estimated as about 9%) [27] . [3, 4, 6, 8, 9] . The results of the yield curve (transmission) measurements for the ERs listed in Table III are presented in Sec. IV after the data analysis outlined in the next Sec. III.
III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Decomposition of distribution with data fit
Most of the experimental charge state distributions can be decomposed into an equilibrium and a nonequilibrium component using the log-normal function
where x is a charge value Q + in the case of the analysis of the charge distribution, or a strength of the electric field U between the deflector plates (in kV/cm) in the analysis of the yield (transmission) curve. Similar notations relate to the most probable value x m and relative width w. Examples of the decomposition of the charge state distributions in the reactions leading to Dy ERs [10, 11] are shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1(a) we show the one-component fit to the equilibrated charge distribution obtained with a carbon foil used for the charge equilibration (normalization) [10] . The parameter values obtained with this fit were used to decompose the charge distribution measured without the carbon foil, as shown in the same panel. In Fig. 1(b) the results of the independent two-component free-parameter fit to the data [11] are shown. This fit gives very similar parameter values for both components (the equilibrated and nonequilibrated) as compared to those obtained in the case shown in Fig. 1(a) . In Fig. 2 we show an example of such decomposition for the ER yield measured as a function of a high voltage applied to the deflector used in the 16 O + 197 Au reaction study [18] . As one can see, the components of the yield curve can be extracted with the three-component log-normal function fit. One of them, at the highest voltages, corresponds to the equilibrated (relatively low) charges, whereas two other ones, at lower voltages, correspond to the nonequilibrated (relatively high) ones. Note that the three-component fit describes better the yield curve than the two-component one, as one can see in the figure.
In Fig. 4 (a) we show the example of the similar decomposition using the two-component log-normal function fit to the transmission curve obtained for 210 Tables I and III [28] were used for a better description of the two-humped transmission curve obtained in the experiment [24] .
One can get piecewise analytical expressions for the ion trajectories inside and outside the deflector using some simplifications. A transcendental equation for the charge of the ER ion Q + can be derived, neglecting some small values:
where U is the strength of the electric field between the deflector's plates (in kV/cm) L is the effective length of the deflector's plates (in cm), y is the transverse displacement of a central trajectory (in the electric field direction) ending at the SSBD plane with respect to its starting point at the target (in cm), ϑ 0 is the tilt of the deflector's plates with respect to the beam axis [23] , D is a distance between the edge of the second deflector plates and SSBD (in cm), and E ER is the ER energy in keV.
Equation (2) could be used at least for the estimates of the most probable charges (the equilibrated and nonequilibrated ones). It is clear that an accuracy in such estimates of the charge value is determined by the transverse dimensions of an entrance diaphragm and SSBD which are both related to y in Eq. (2) . Thus the fitted maxima in Fig. 4 correspond to the most probable values Q + m = 8 for the equilibrated charges and Q + m = 19 for the nonequilibrated ones. The equilibrated value is close to the one adjusted with the MC simulation, whereas the most probable nonequilibrated value is between the two obtained in the same simulation (17 and 26) [28] . Using Eq. (2), the contribution of different components in observed yield curves can be also estimated, if the yield curve is plotted as a function of the inverse value of the strength of the electric field. Indeed, since at small deflection angles tan(Q + UL/E ER ) ≈ Q + UL/E ER , Eq. (2) can be rewritten as
and the abscissa 1/U becomes proportional to the charge Q + of the ion transmitted through the deflector. It is clear that the lower (equilibrated) charge states are better manifested in the dependence on U , as one can see in Fig. 4 , whereas the higher (nonequilibrated) charge states become better visible in the dependence on 1/U . In the following, we prefer to present the experimental and simulated transmissions as a function of U .
B. Simulation of the ER transmission through the deflector
According to Eq. (2), the estimate of the ER charge derived from experiments is determined by a number of parameters corresponding to both the geometry of the deflector and kinematical characteristics of ERs. The latter have their own distributions that should be taken into account in the estimates. A MC simulation for ERs transmitted through the deflector allows one to take into account a spread in the ER energy and emerging angle in Eq. (2), when the charge distribution components are adjusted to reproduce the yield (transmission) curve.
The energy and angular distributions of the ER recoils entering the deflector are determined by the evaporation of light particles from a CN, as well as by their energy loss and multiple scattering by target atoms. The last two processes are interconnected and can be considered with the MC TRIM simulation [29] . In our simulations we assumed the uniform production of ERs along the target thickness that is a good approximation for relatively thin targets giving small projectile energy losses as in the present experiments. The initial energy and angular distributions for ERs produced inside the target, which are determined by evaporation of light particles, were randomly simulated using mean energies of the evaporated particles at each step of the CN deexcitation chain leading to the observed ER. These mean energies were obtained with the statistical model calculations [27] . The statistical model [27] was successfully used earlier for the description of the ER and fission excitation functions [21, 22, 30] . The use of the sequential computation of the velocity vectors of heavy nuclei produced at each evaporation step allows us to take into account charged particle emission (protons and alphas) taking place at the CN deexcitation along with the emission of neutrons. This approach extended the description of the energy and angular distributions, which was earlier applied to the reactions with neutrons evaporation only [28] . As one could expect, simulations based on this extended approach were in good agreement with the measured ER angular distributions considered earlier [28] .
In Fig. 5 Tables I and III)  and for 214 Ra produced in the 206 Pb( 12 C,4n) at E lab = 73 MeV. In the last case a 200 μg/cm 2 target turned at 60
• to the beam direction was used for the angular distribution measurement (see below). As one could expect, stopping inside the target has a pronounced effect on the low energy "tail" of heavy and slow ERs. The tail disappears for the events extracted from the total energy distributions in accordance with a small angular acceptance at forward angles, to which our measurements with the deflector correspond.
The results of the simulations of the energy distribution at forward angles (similar to those shown in Fig. 5 ) allowed us to perform trajectory calculations for ERs passing through the deflector with the use of the approximation of an "effective entrance diaphragm." This diaphragm had the same position as a true one installed at the entrance of the deflector (C 3 in Fig. 1 of Ref. [23] , with a width of 20 mm). In contrast to the physical (true) diaphragm, the "effective" one, having a smaller size, provided the same angular acceptance, as it was determined by the solid angle subtended by the SSBD. With this approximation, a set of entrance trajectories is determined by the sizes of the beam spot on the target (∼3 mm in diameter) and the effective diaphragm (∼5 mm in a diameter) as well as a distance between them (∼0.9 m). In simulations we used uniform distributions for ERs produced over the target area and for those coming into the effective diaphragm. With such approximations the ER angular distributions are not important for the simulation, whereas the ER energy distribution cut by a narrow interval of forward angles can be approximated with a Gaussian (see Fig. 5 ). The approximation of the "effective entrance diaphragm" allowed us to use the simulations more effectively, bearing in mind that only several percent of ERs escaping the target can pass through the entrance diaphragm (see Fig. 5 ). Note that a good agreement of the results of thus performed simulations with the absolute transmission efficiency measurements (see below) validates this approximation.
At the same time, as we mentioned above, the simulated angular and energy distributions are interconnected [29] . The simulated angular distributions can be easily compared to the experimental ones while the direct measurement of the ER energy distributions is questionable due to an uncertain quantity of the pulse-height defect in the SSBD. Such a comparison of the angular distributions is shown in Fig. 6 .
For the trajectory calculations inside the deflector we set initially a normal charge distribution with the mean charge Q eq m and standard deviation σ eq Q estimated with the systematics for the equilibrated charges [8] . These parameters were scaled to adjust the simulated transmission (yield) curve to the measured one as indicated in Fig. 4(a) . With such scaling one could reproduce the measured transmission curves using two or three sets of charge state distributions (in fact, there could be even more than three [14] ), as shown in the figures. As we can see, the adjusted parameters of the first component, corresponding to the rather high electric rigidity, are very close to those obtained for the equilibrated charges [8] . The second maximum in the transmission curves correspond to the relatively low electric rigidity which is related to the nonequilibrated component. It can be reproduced, in turn, in the simulations using the two-component charge distribution with the mean charge values higher than the equilibrated one and with the larger values of standard deviations [see Fig. 4(a) ].
IV. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS AND SIMULATIONS
A. Charges of ER recoils produced in 12 C + 208 Pb
The transmission efficiency curves for 214 Ra and 215 Ra, which were measured as a function of the strength of the electric field U in the same runs, are shown in Fig. 7 [24] . The ERs were produced in the 6n and 5n evaporation channels at the beam energy of 90 MeV. Production of these Ra isotopes is unambiguously determined by their specific α energies (see Table II and Fig. 3) . We added to these measurements the yield data obtained earlier with the thicker target (0.2 mg/cm 2 ) in the course of the fusion reaction studies [21] . The yield data were normalized to the observed transmission efficiency curve maxima.
As in the case shown in Fig. 5 , in the transmission simulations we used the energy distributions for 214 Ra and 215 Ra, which corresponded to the Gaussian fits to their energy spectra resulting from the extraction of the ER events emitted at θ ER = (4 ± 0.3)
• . The transmission curves shown in Fig. 7 were measured at the same angle. As we see, the transmission curves for 214 Ra and 215 Ra are distinct from each other. Namely, the yield of the nonequilibrated component corresponding to the lower strength of the electric field is higher for 215 Ra as compared to the one for 214 Ra. This visible difference is confirmed by the transmission simulations adjusted to the measured curves. The best fitted transmission curves correspond to the intensities (weights) for the equilibrated components W eq = 0.55 and 0.4 for 214 Ra and 215 Ra, respectively. Moreover, the 215 Ra data imply the availability of the second nonequilibrated components with higher charges (the adjustment with Q In Fig. 8 we show the charge state distributions for 214 Ra and 215 Ra corresponding to the best adjustment of simulations to the measured transmission curves shown in Fig. 7 . As mentioned above, the two-component distribution for nonequilibrated charges better reproduces the transmission curve for 215 Ra at low electric field strengths. This three-component charge distribution is shown in the figure. Both sets of the simulated data are accompanied by multi-Gaussian fits with the absolute charge parameter values indicated in the figure.
We also measured the yield curves for 213 Rn and 217 Ra at E lab = 69 MeV in our recent experiments [25] , as shown in Fig. 9 . Production of these ERs is unambiguously determined by their specific α energies (see Table II and Fig. 3) . 217 Ra is the product of the 3n fusion-evaporation reaction. 213 Rn could be produced as the daughter of 217 Ra via its prompt α decay, or/and as a result of the α3n fusion-evaporation reaction, or/and as a result of the direct Be-cluster transfer to the target nucleus accompanied by the emission of the He ejectile. The presence of the two last processes was earlier observed in the 12 C + Bi reaction at energies well above the Coulomb barrier [31, 32] . Production of 213 Rn is of interest to the reaction mechanism, as well as an additional ionization in-flight produced by the α-decay of its short-lived 217 Ra precursor. Simulations of the yields adjusted to the data for 213 Rn and 217 Ra (see Fig. 9 ) showed very similar parameter values for their charge distributions, with the exception of the relative intensities (weights) of the equilibrated charge components. Some reduction in the yield for 213 Rn as compared to the similar one for 217 Ra was observed. At the same time, very close values of the charge distribution parameters may reflect the similarity in the kinematics of the corresponding reaction products.
A comparison of the angular distributions obtained for 213 Rn and 217 Ra clarifies the production way of the former. This comparison is shown in Fig. 10 for the measured distributions and simulated ones. As we can see, the simulated angular distribution for the 3n evaporation channel is very close to the measured one for both 213 Rn and 217 Ra. Clearly, the angular distribution simulated for the α3n evaporation channel leading to 213 Rn should be much broader with a maximum position at a 054622-9 large angle as shown in Fig. 10 and in the experiments [31, 32] . Thus, according to this comparison, one can state that the most of 213 Rn observed in our experiments comes from the α decay of 217 Ra, i.e., it corresponds to the 3n evaporation channel. This statement is supported by the ER energy distributions simulated for 213 Rn and 217 Ra resulting from the α3n and 3n evaporation channels, respectively. These simulations together with the extraction of the recoil events at the forward angle θ ER = (4 ± 0.3)
• , corresponding to the yield curve measurements (Fig. 9) , demonstrate a significant difference in the energy distributions of 213 Rn and 217 Ra produced in the different evaporation channels, as shown in Fig. 11 . The double-humped energy distribution for 213 Rn resulting from the α3n reaction is a consequence of the narrow angle selection corresponding to the α-particles emission in forward and backward directions.
In principle, such distribution should give us a four-humped yield curve measured with the deflector by analogy with the one-humped energy distributions which produces the doublehumped yield curves observed in our experiments. That is not the case and supports our statement that most of 213 Rn observed in the experiments comes from the α decay of 217 Ra, i.e., it corresponds to the 3n evaporation channel. The Gaussian fit to the energy distribution of the 3n-channel events extracted at FIG. 12 . The same as in Fig. 8, but (a) for the 213 Rn charge distribution and (b) for the 217 Ra charge distribution, which correspond to the best adjustments of simulations to the measurements shown in Fig. 9 .
• provides the parameter values [indicated in Fig. 11(a) ] for the simulations of the 213 Rn and 217 Ra yields shown in Fig. 9 .
In Fig. 12 we show the charge distributions for 213 Rn and 217 Ra, as derived with the best adjustments of simulations to the measured yield curves shown in Fig. 9 . Note that the charge parameter values for their nonequilibrated components Q neq m and σ neq Q are distinctly higher than those obtained for 214 Ra [see Fig. 8(a) ]. At the same time, in contrast to the previous case for 215 Ra [see Fig. 8(b) ], there was no need to introduce the second nonequilibrated component with higher charges to describe the yields of 213 Rn and 217 Ra at low electric field strengths in simulations.
B. Charges of ER recoils produced in 12 C + 206 Pb
The yield curves for Ra recoils produced in the 206 Pb( 12 C,xn) reactions at E lab = 90 MeV were recently obtained in our experiments [25] . These curves for 213 Ra and 212 Ra produced in the 5n and 6n evaporation channels, respectively, are shown in Fig. 13 . The yield curve for 214 Ra produced in the evaporation 4n channel is shown in Fig. 14 . Production of these Ra isotopes is unambiguously determined by their specific α energies [see Table II and Fig. 3(c) ]. The Gaussian fits to the energy distributions resulting from the recoil events ejected at the angle of the yield measurements θ ER = (3 ± 0.3)
• gave us the parameter values used in the yield simulations. As in the previous observations, the measured two-humped yield curves could be described with the twocomponent charge distributions as shown in Figs. 13 and 14 . The charge distribution parameters indicated in the figures are expressed with reference to the equilibrated distributions as always. In Fig. 15 we show the charge distributions for the 213 Ra, 212 Ra, and 214 Ra recoil ions that best reproduce the measured yield curves obtained in the simulations. In Fig. 16 we show the yields of 211 Ra produced in the 204 Pb( 12 C,5n) reaction at E lab = 90 MeV as a function of the electric field strength as obtained in our earlier measurements [24] . Production of 211 Ra is unambiguously determined by its specific α energy. Actually, some admixture of 212 Ra produced in the 4n reaction might contribute to the observed α peak (see Table II ). Such contribution is about 2% according to the statistical model calculations [27] . At the same time, assuming that the calculated cross-section ratio σ 5n /σ 4n may be lower by In the 12 C + 204 Pb study at E lab = 90 MeV we also observed some activity assigned to 210 Ra (E α = 7.016 MeV, T 1/2 = 3.7 s [26]) which can be produced in the 6n reaction. Unfortunately, production rates of 210 Ra were much lower than those for 211 Ra that did not allow us to obtain a well-defined yield curve.
In Fig. 17 we show the yield curves for 213 Ra and 212 Ra produced in the 3n and 4n evaporation channels, respectively. These curves were obtained at the beam energy E lab = 69 MeV in our recent measurements [25] . At this energy the same Ra isotopes are produced as in the case of the evaporation reactions with the 206 Pb target at E lab = 90 MeV, but the relative yields of Ra isotopes are somewhat different [see Fig. 3(d) ]. Thus the low yield of 214 Ra produced in the 2n evaporation channel did not allow us to obtain a well-defined yield curve.
As in the previous cases, the two-humped yield curve shown in Figs. 16 and 17 could be reproduced with a twocomponent charge distribution. The charge distribution parameters expressed in terms of the corresponding values for the equilibrated charges are indicated in these figures. In Fig. 18 we show the charge distributions for the 211 Ra, 212 Ra, and 213 Ra recoil ions. The charge distribution parameters indicated in the figure are expressed with the absolute values as usual. They correspond to the best adjustments of simulations to the measured yield curves shown in Figs. 16 Fig. 4 ) constrains the relative contribution of the equilibrated and nonequilibrated components within W eq = 13-16% and W neq = 87-84%, respectively, as obtained in simulations [28] In the experiments on the study of the equilibrated charge state distribution for heavy ions of MeV energies, the carbon foils with the thicknesses from a few to tens of μg/cm 2 (depending on the heavy ion mass and energy) were used. In terms of the number of atoms, the thickness of our Pb targets are about the same and close to that of the C foil thickness of about 10 μg/cm 2 . The difference between "C foil charges" and "Pb target charges" is that in the last case the equilibrium charge state distribution cannot be achieved by Ra recoils produced close to the edge of the target (downstream the beam). That means that the equilibrated charge component might be present at some level in the "observed" charge distributions for recoils produced in the reactions. In Fig. 20 the intensities or the relative values of the contribution of the equilibrated charges w eq to the total charge distributions are shown (two upper 054622-13 panels). The w eq values vary from 0.2 to 0.6 for Ra isotopes produced in the reactions. These values are different for the same isotope produced in different evaporation channels, as in the case of 214 Ra produced in the 4n and 6n reactions. Strong fluctuations obtained for w eq are presumably connected to the additional ionization of the atomic inner shells of Ra recoils, which are caused by the internal conversion of nuclear transitions followed by Auger cascades. Different ways of population of the excited nuclear levels along with the different numbers of γ transitions in different Ra isotopes produced in the reactions provide for the different probabilities of the occurrence of vacancies formed in deeply-lying atomic shells as the result of nuclear transitions. These differences lead to the differences in the complementary intensities of the equilibrated and nonequilibrated charge state components.
Our attempts to systematize the parameters of the nonequilibrated charge distributions have been less successful. In In spite of a variety of the charge parameter values, several specific features and some correlations in the data can be mentioned. Attention is drawn to some suppression in the intensities of the equilibrated component for odd Ra isotopes as compared to the same values for the neighboring even ones. This is clearly seen for the pairs of 212 Ra and 213 Ra produced in the 6n and 5n reactions, as well as for 214 Ra and 215 Ra produced in the same reactions (see 213 Ra both produced in the 6n and 5n as well as in the 4n and 3n reactions (see Fig. 20 ). The last observation implies a similar velocity scaling for the Q neq m values as used for the equilibrated ones [8] .
Attention is also drawn to the differences in the nonequilibrated charge parameters best adjusted to the measurements for 214 Ra produced in the 6n and 4n reactions at the same projectile energy E lab = 90 MeV, comparing Figs. 8 and 15 (upper panel) . Production of this ER in the reactions with 208 Pb and 206 Pb corresponds to about the same CN excitation energy (52.7 and 54.6 MeV, respectively). According to the HIVAP calculations [27] , in the last case this energy significantly exceeds the value needed to evaporate four neutrons (the excitation function maximum is at 37 MeV), whereas in the first case, the excitation energy corresponds to the maximum of the 6n evaporation channel. Our estimates of the 4n production cross section give us the value exceeding the calculated one by a factor of 25, if we normalize the calculation to the experimental maximum for this reaction. Bearing in mind that HIVAP deals with the equilibrated decay of a CN produced in the complete fusion reaction, one may guess that in the case of 214 Ra produced at E lab = 90 MeV in the 4n channel the main ways of its production are pre-equilibrium processes. Such high energy tailing in the xn excitation functions was earlier observed, for example, in the 12 C + 197 Au reaction and was assigned to the pre-equilibrium processes leading to the At isotopes production [33, 34] . Therefore, the excited nuclear levels of 214 Ra produced in the 4n and 6n reactions at the same beam energy could be quite different that might lead to different electron emission probabilities.
B. Comparison with other data and calculations
The charge distributions of Ra recoils obtained in our study are of interest to be compared with similar ones for heavy ions at similar velocities. In Fig. 14 [10] . In the latter case a magnetic spectrograph was used with the offline γ -activation technique for the detection of long-lived reaction products collected in its focal plane. The charge distributions obtained in these studies are significantly different from each other. At the same time, the transmission curves obtained for Fr ERs in [18] (Fig. 2 ) and in our experiments [24, 28] (Fig. 4) Bearing these speculations in mind, we considered the data on the charge distributions for the recoils produced in the fusion-evaporation reactions and α decay. The latter is close to the masses of Ra recoils considered in the present work.
In Table IV we compare the charge distribution parameters for the heavy recoil ions at low velocities, which were obtained in the present study and in the earlier analysis [28] with those that we could extract from previous data [10, 14] including the α-decay data [12, 13] . The results of our analysis of the data [10, [12] [13] [14] differ from those obtained in the original works. These results correspond to a statistically significant fit to the data in contrast to the considerations in [10, 13, 14] which simply preassigned several consecutive transitions with the vacancy cascades starting from holes in atomic shells. In this sense our analysis of the charge distributions is similar to our adjusting procedure used in this paper.
Thus in [13] , the charge distributions of the 237 Np recoils resulting from the α decay of 241 Am with E α = 5.486 and 5.443 MeV (α1 and α2 in Table IV , respectively) correspond to peaks at the charges Q + = 14 (one internal conversion) and 21 (two internal conversions) for the α1 decay. For the α2 decay an additional peak at the charges Q + = 26 appears, which corresponds to three consecutive conversions. Our multi-Gaussian 054622-14 TABLE IV . Mean values Q m and standard deviations σ Q for the equilibrated (eq) and nonequilibrated (neq) components of the recoil charge distributions studied in the present work and in [28] are compared to the results of the analysis of charge distributions for the recoils produced in the reactions [10, 14] and in the α decays [12, 13] . Relative velocities V /V 0 of the recoil ions, predictions for the equilibrated charge parameters according to the systematics [8] , and for the mean charge as the result of a sudden vacancy in the K, L, and M atomic shells [19] , which are designated as SY94 and CHK66, are also presented. Fig. 2 of Ref. [13] . c The same as in b , but for the data presented in Fig. 3 of Ref. [13] . d The same as in b , but for the data for the R 0 recoils presented in Fig. 2(a) of Ref. [12] . e The same as in b , but for the data for the R 111 recoils, presented in Fig. 2(b) of Ref. [12] . f The same as in b , but for the data presented in Fig. 3(b) of Ref. [10] .
fits to the data did not reveal a statistically significant third component in the α2 decay. With two-Gaussian fits to the data [13] we obtained only some redistribution in the intensity of the charge components corresponding to W and σ neq Q1/Q2 for both decays (Table IV) . Comparing these results with those obtained for the α0 decay of 226 Th, populating the ground state of 222 Ra [12] , we can see significant differences in the charge parameter values corresponding to one and two internal conversions, as it follows from the results of our fit to the data (Table IV) (Table IV ). These data demonstrate how the charge distribution depends on the deexcitation of the heavy recoils.
Considering the charge distribution for 240 Cm produced in the 239 Pu( 4 He,3n) reaction [14] we could get a statistically significant fit using a three-component Gaussian function. The first component corresponds to the equilibrated charge, two others refer to the nonequilibrated charges (Table IV) . This result does not contradict to the consideration presented in [14] , where five consecutive converted transitions starting from holes in the L II , L III shells and leading to the average charges Q + ≈ 12, 19, 24, 29, and 33 were obtained as the result of the corresponding analysis.
The results obtained in this work [14] along with the predictions of the mean charges as the result of a sudden vacancy in the K, L, and M atomic shells [19] can be compared to the results of our analysis of the charge distributions obtained for Ra recoils produced in the 12 C + Pb reactions. For the most of Ra recoils the mean charge value of the nonequilibrated component lies in the range between 12 and 15. These values are close to the mean charge resulted in a sudden vacancy in the L atomic shells [19] (see Table IV ). In the case of 215 Ra produced in the 208 Pb( 12 C,5n) reaction, a second nonequilibrated component was added to describe the transmission curve. The mean charge of this component is comparable with the mean charges observed after two internal conversions [13, 14] Table IV ). These values are higher than those that characterize the charge distributions resulting from one and two converted transitions observed for low velocity heavy recoils [12] [13] [14] (see Table IV ). These differences might be the result of the general mean charges dependance as a function of the HI velocity [16] .
Our analysis of the measured transmission (yield) curves did not reveal the second component of the nonequilibrated charges, which was manifested in several cases (for 215 Ra, 213 Ra, 210 Fr, and, probably, for 211 Ra). The reason might be a small transmission efficiency of the deflector for HIs with a low electric rigidity (low energy Ra recoils with very high ionic charges correspond to such species). To check this assumption, the transmission was simulated for 215 Ra having a uniform charge distribution (UCD) over the range from Q + i = 1 to 88 assuming the same energy distribution as was used in the description of the measured transmission curve (Fig. 7) . In such a manner the contour map of the transmission values as a function of the ionic charge and electric field strength could be obtained. This contour map is shown in Fig. 21(a) together with the curve for the 215 Ra transmission efficiency integrated over the charges that could be transmitted through the deflector [ Fig. 21(b) ]. As we can see, one can expect the highest transmission efficiency at U = 0.1-0.5 kV/cm that corresponds to the maxima at charge states with Q + i = 21-82 [local maxima in the contour map is the result of finite steps in the U variation as indicated in Fig. 21(b) ]. In our cases a second maximum corresponding to the nonequilibrated charges in the measured transmission curves is observed at U = 0.5-1.0 kV/cm. At these field strengthes Ra ions with Q + i > 20 could be transmitted with the essentially reduced efficiencies, as one can see in Fig. 21(a) . Thus, the local maximum in the transmission efficiency at U m ∼ 0.5 kV/cm corresponds to the value of Q + m ∼ 21, whereas at U m ∼ 1.0 kV/cm it is shifted to Q + m ∼ 11. Along with this shift the width of the transmitted charge distribution is essentially reduced in going from U = 0.5 to 1.0 kV/cm. As a consequence, Ra ions with rather high charges could not effectively be transmitted through the deflector at U = 0.5-1.0 kV/cm. These charges correspond to the "tails" of the nonequilibrated charge distributions, as it follows from our simulations using multi-Gaussian approach to the description of the ionic charges. So, one may conclude that more precise measurements with higher sensitivity at small electric field strengths are desired to obtain the total spectrum of the ionic charges for Ra recoils produced in the 12 C + Pb reactions.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The ionic charge distributions for heavy fusion-evaporation reaction products or evaporation residues (ERs) are of interest from various points of view. Fragmentary data on the ionic charges were earlier obtained for ERs of rare-earth elements, some isotopes of Pb and Po [10, 11, 15, 16] , as well as for low-energy heavy actinides [14] . The data show very broad charge distributions and imply the presence of the equilibrated (relatively low) and nonequilibrated (relatively high) charges [10, [14] [15] [16] in the distributions. The latter are treated as the result of the additional ionization of inner atomic shells, which is caused by the internal conversion of nuclear transitions followed by the Auger cascades [2, 10, 14, 16] . In this regard, very high charge states are interpreted as the result of several consecutive internal conversions accompanying by the Auger cascades starting from the holes in the inner shells [10, 14] .
The ionic charge distribution for Ra ERs produced in the Pb( 12 C,xn) fusion-evaporation reactions were studied in the present work. The data were obtained with the measurements of the transmission efficiency (yield) for ERs as a function of the electric field strength of the electrostatic deflector [23] used in the experiments. Two-humped transmission (yield) curves obtained for all Ra isotopes produced in the reactions were described with the Monte Carlo simulations of their charge and energy used for trajectory calculations through the deflector. Since the ER energy can be reasonably calculated taking into account evaporation of neutrons from compound nuclei and stopping of ERs inside the target [28] , the description of the transmission (yield) curves could be performed solely by adjusting the ER charges.
The parameter values for the equilibrated charge distribution Q eq m (mean charge) and σ eq Q (standard deviation) given by systematics [8] were scaled to obtain corresponding values for the equilibrated and non-equilibrated charge components. The values of the mean charge and standard deviation obtained for the equilibrated charges of Ra isotopes turned out to be close to the values predicted by this systematics. The corresponding values Q neq m and σ neq Q for the nonequilibrated charge component appeared to be two to three times greater than the same predictions. Furthermore, in contrast to the equilibrated charges, the parameters of the nonequilibrated charge distributions have widely scattered values that does not allow us to systematize them. At the same time, the majority of the mean charge values for the nonequilibrated distributions are close to the corresponding values for the 237 Np recoils resulting from the α decay of 241 Am [13] and for the 240 Cm recoils produced in the 239 Pu( 4 He,3n) reaction [14] . Those components were interpreted as the result of the conversions of the γ transitions from the excited level of the actinide nuclei. For 215 Ra and 210 Fr we could extract a second component from the nonequilibrated part of the charge distributions. The corresponding Q neq m2 values for their charge distributions are also close to the similar values derived for the 237 Np and 240 Cm recoils [13, 14] . The corresponding components of the charge distributions were interpreted as the result of two consecutive conversions for the actinide nuclei. The observation of higher charges corresponding to the larger number of the consecutive conversions for Ra recoils requires the measurements with higher sensitivity at small electric field strengthes of the deflector.
The results of the present study are in agreement with earlier measurements of the ionic charge distributions observed for heavy recoils produced in fusion-evaporation reactions and resulting from α decay. Very broad charge spectra are inherent in such recoils, as found in a number of experiments. The charge distributions obtained in the present work for Ra recoils produced in the Pb( 12 C,xn) reactions allow us to derive unambiguously the equilibrated and nonequilibrated components from the measured data. The parameter values of the equilibrated charge distributions are close to those predicted by the different systematics considering the heavy ion equilibrated charges. At the same time, the parameter values for the nonequilibrated components are specific for particular Ra isotopes, although the mean charges have about the same value in the most cases. The relative intensities of the nonequilibrated components fluctuates from an isotope to isotope. These differences, as well as some differences in the parameter values, are the results of the internal conversion of specific nuclear transitions inherent in each Ra isotopes along with the different ways of population of these nuclear states in the reactions.
Theoretical considerations of these processes are of interest from the point of view of getting the quantitative description of the ionic charge distributions of heavy recoils produced in nuclear reactions. Such description, in particular, will be useful in experiments with the electromagnetic separators intended for the study of the heavy nucleus recoils produced in the reactions induced by the accelerated heavy ions.
